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About This Game

SYNOPSIS

Enter the world of AWAKE, a ground-breaking first-person cinematic VR thriller, that blurs the line between memories, dreams
and reality.

In Episode One, you are a new presence in the story of Harry; a man obsessed with solving a mysterious lucid dream. It’s an
obsession that has also cost Harry dearly and now he is stuck, waiting for release. You are the witness and it’s time for Harry to

wake up!

As the ever deepening layers of Harry’s story are revealed a sinister force could lead to Harry breaking one last time. AWAKE
presents a rich new genre of immersive cinema, for you to discover.

FEATURES

A genre-defining 20-minute immersive cinematic experience

Designed for room-scale VR

Thought-provoking, mind-bending and mysterious
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A complex narrative riddled with intrigue

Hollywood cast delivering best-in-class performances

15+ minutes of stunning Volumetric Video performance capture

Light-interactive story progression

Photo-realistic sets and special effects

Cinematic score and spine-tingling audio design

OTHER VR HEADSETS

AWAKE: Episode One was designed to be a room-scale virtual reality experience, and optimised for the HTC Vive. We also
fully support Windows Mixed Reality and Oculus Rift HMDs

FUTURE EPISODES

AWAKE: Episode One is the opening chapter of an epic eight part series, exploring the nature of reality and the human
condition in all its levels.

What if humanity is on the edge of a radical evolutionary awakening; the perfect instrument for reshaping the fabric of our
universe? Future episodes get closer to unlocking deeper truths about what these collective dreams mean, with each episode

deploying story-driven interactive mechanics unique to each plot, empowering audiences to learn new abilities in manipulating
reality.

“We identify in our experience, a differentiation between what we do and what happens to us. Only you are playing hide and seek,
since that is the essential game that is going on…” ~ Alan Watts. Philosopher

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Awake: Episode One
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Start VR
Publisher:
Start VR
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5 (5th gen) / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or higher

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 980 / AMD Radeon RX 480 equivalent or higher

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 20 GB available space

English
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An interest game so far with a neat concept with possessing other bodies and trie to change their lives for the better or worse.
Would of been nice if there were more girls to chose from and maybe get more endings, maybe even one with you staying in the
life of another person. I think this concept would work for another Visual Novel.

So far I got the best ending with the blond girl Akira (or whatever her name is) and two bad/normal endings. Still trying to
figure out how the end up with the blue haired girl Kasumi (again whatever he name is). If another knows how to get the ending
without spoiling the plot, I would be gratful.

I recommend anyone to try out this game, regardless it being short and hope this might be used in another Visual Novel with
more character romance options and a longer story/plot.. It's incredible game! It looks like Child of light(another one incredible
game) and it has a beatiful story with great characters.
10/10. I've gotta give a thumbs up to the creator for taking time to make a great game.Paper Mario TTYD was my first game,
and this mixes memes with my childhood.How could I turn this game down?When I get a few bucks I'm buying the full version..
This is one \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 good skin! Buy it!. just like to point out for what it is , it is too exspensive
for just browsing the cities because you are limited what to do in the game , i like to point out that there is no lighting at night
time which too me its not normal because in the real world there is lighting at night , i hope the developers will look in to this
and it will be nice too see traffic and air traffic movment because as it stands it basically a 3d google map 1 but there is potental
for sim city. Solid game hiding an interesting in depth deck building mechanic under its ecchi presentation.
Colors, skills, species, types, levels and duplicates are all the parameters you need to take into account when customizing your
roster, and it works surprisingly well considering i've spent a good portion of my 5 hours so far reflecting on it.
For example, you can level cards sure, but it doesn't mean you always should. Some cards are best fielded at level 1 and then
upgraded in battle through fusion with duplicates of higher levels. Some other cards should be straight used at max level. Some
cards are best used in a pinch for their one time bonus while others will be the meat of your frontline.
And speaking of meat it doesn't hurt that it's full of eye candy.

Well optimized and runs without an itch, the story is simple but pleasantly not cringe worthy so far contrary to what often comes
with the anime genre.

Artworks are a bit inconsistent but on the good quality side in general.
The soundtrack is surprisingly nice too, nothing to write home about but good.

Cash shop is 100% optional, i.e for whales with extra money they don't care about spending if ever they wish to unlock rare
cards immediately as opposed to get them while playing naturally. And then again at 1 buck a booster, that's as tiny as whales
can be. Don't be that player who whines just because.
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A good suprise overall, had my eyes on this for a while waiting for PC port, and at this price it's absolutely worth it. Just don't
do micro transactions if you don't want to, you don't need it, i for one won't use it, although i like my share of grind in games
like these, so if you hate grinding maybe think about it twice.. good experience. Perfect blend of arcade action and challenge
delivered in short, intense blasts of fun. Really enjoying the minimalist presentation and how quickly you can get back into the
fray.
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Great bundle if you like casual point and click games. All 6 games are a decent length, but if you're someone who plays a lot of
these then it won't take you too long - they're pretty simple puzzles. Decent price. Thumbs up!!. Not bad for $0.20. This is
everything that I have ever wanted in a game. Clever use of Shakespeare's work, amazing artwork and the suave-ist Ophelia that
ever graced this planet. It's smart, it's snappy and it's sassy as all hell. Could use some better explanation of the key bindings
(took me a while to reaslise esc would skip etc etc) but around about the point I was basejumping in a glide suit I decided I
didn't care about the details, I just want to live in the world this team created.

I would recommend this if you are a fan of "Hark A Vagrant" or "Dinosaur Comics". It is that style of humour.. This is a great
game. Don't hesitate spending $7 on it. You will have FUN.. My god! Brings back good old memories. :O

On release. 10/10. This new feature of choosing into what u can upgrade your units is incredible! It makes you think even more
about your tactics on the battlefield. These new types of synergy between units is also so well-produced that I'm having no idea
why this game is not being played more than default version of Heroes V.
The only bad feature this game has, as it had also in a HoF chapter, - campaign is so boring and not interesting comparing to the
first chapter of Heroes V - they should've thought about it more.
In terms of gameplay and new HoMM features this game is totally worth its cost, enjoy!. This game is epic cant believe i never
heard of it before its so much fun i have no complaints what so ever :). This game is very repetitive, don't get me wrong I think
it is an awesome game especially when I’m at college and have to play in offline mode which limits the amount of games I can
play, but it is very repetitive. By repetitive I mean that there are 3 maps and I thought there was only 1 map as it wasn't easy to
find how to change between maps. The 3 maps are very straight forward literally! Because the maps are very long and that's it,
there isn't many roads on each of them, they have a few turns hear and there but it is 1-2 main roads and a couple more smaller
roads. Another negative about the game is how unrealistic the game is yet again don't get me wrong, the graphics aren't bad but
the AI are awful, I will be driving and a truck will flip up into the air or a car will just suddenly roll over or disappear. Also on
the Australia map there are fire engines that drive around, just fire engines no other emergency service and the problem is they
do nothing, they aren't going anywhere which is something I can deal with but they are a normal vehicle, there state is as a
normal vehicle; same speed, doesn't overtake. Last negative point I would like to mention is the trailer, the trailer in itself isn't
registered as an obstructive object as cars and trucks will just drive into it, this can be easily tested by parking your trailer in the
middle of the road and detaching it (Press 'T') so you can see the crash. I can be driving slow and a car will ram up behind me
which loses me points and I like to maintain a 100% delivery rate (I'm sad like that).
Okay now for the positives, the graphics to me are spot on, and the extras like indicators, window wipers and hazard lights are
all there which is something I love. The road trains are the best things ever to drive because to me the longer the vehicle, the
better. The physics feel good as well.

Overall I don't recommend this game, Euro Truck Simulator 2 is the way to go if you are after a trucking game, the maps are
bigger and everything is much more realistic.
. This is the type of game someone creates to pay off their mortgage and then never touches it again, not that making a game to
pay off your mortage is bad, it is just so like every other game of that category. This is one of the first games I bought on steam
and I managed to pull my way through 9.9 hours of sitting in a corner pressing M1 as I eat cookies.

Be honest, you bought this game expecting a retro shooter game that reminded you of astroids or galaga, but I would say those
games are even better than this turd. People say that this game gets too difficult too fast, but as I said, you just sit in a corner and
press M1 as you eat cookies. One thing I LOVEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM are those
damn particle effects. Shoot a row of ships and BAM! RED, ORANGE, YELLOW ALL THE COLOURS OF THE
SPECTRUM BOI ARE EXPLODING IN YOUR FACE.

The music is sorta nice. Half the time its some some person saying a line over and over and over and over and over and over and
over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and over and over and over over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over over and over and over and
over...... though sometimes I enjoy it.

After 9.9 hours I made it to mission 16 out of around 24. I dare you to play more than 1 hour and a half. I have a test soon and
just like this review, this game is a waste of my time.. This is a true adventure game with a few HOS 's in it. The graphics are
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truly fabulous and I love how you can move in a panoramic view in a lot of the scenes. The story line was compelling and based
on a connection between the events in London ( Jack the Ripper) in the 1800's and a present copycat killer in present day
Chicago. There are not a lot of things to do in any one scene but in adventure game style there are many places to go and
investigate.

Patch update 1.0.4 - Windows MR HMD support:
New update with official Windows Mixed Reality support

Minor updates to Rift support and Standing mode

As always - email support@startvr.co if you have any questions, issues or feedback.

Happy Holidays!. Patch update 1.0.3 - Full Oculus Rift support!:
New update with official Oculus Rift support. Incl:
- Thumbstick rotation to change view
- Support for Standing as well as Room-Scale

Also included enhanced graphics setting detection to select the best setting based on your hardware. As before this can be
manually adjusted in the Options Menu.
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